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What will you get out of today?
• Salt & your kidney health 
• Our salty food supply
• Easy ways to reduce your salt intake
• Label reading
• Value driven goal setting
• Resources & recipes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today will run 1.5 hrs, with a break in middleGroup presentation originally designed for all patients with Chronic Kidney Disease who identify at risk of excess dietary sodium intake, as indicated by a scored of 50 or more on the validated ‘Scored Sodium Questionnaire-Short Form’ (available on NEMO).Group presentation resources to be provided to patients:NEMO resource ‘Eating well for healthy kidneys – presentation worksheet’NEMO resource ‘Low Salt diet’NEMO resource ‘Simple Swaps to eat less salt’Background of group for facilitator (not for presentation)Focus on topics of interest as indicated by the consumer engagement survey including: recommended sodium intake, sodium content of different foods, label reading, low salt recipe ideas, and goal setting for individual dietary change Session also designed to address key barriers to low salt diet adherence as identified in the literature to be: perceived lack of taste and palatability of low sodium foods, perceived lack of convenience and preparation difficulty (ie. time, availability of low sodium foods, interference with socialization and cost), and lack of knowledge or understanding (ie. lack of perceived benefit and inability to identify low sodium foods).Designed on self-regulation theory and evidenced-based behavior change techniques to facilitate self monitoring ongoing.Family members or support persons also invited as evidence demonstrates an increase in adherence to a low sodium diet when other family members also follow the same diet.



Sodium vs. Salt 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Group Question: What is the difference between sodium and salt?Salt and sodium are often used interchangeably, but they’re not exactly the same thing. Table salt is a mineral made up of sodium and chloride, but it’s the sodium in salt that is bad for your health. Although health professionals talk about salt, it is the sodium that is listed on food labels in supermarkets and what we should be keeping track of.



Myth-Busting Quiz
If I reduce my salt intake my body won’t 

have enough
a) True
b) False 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Answer: b) False�It’s actually quite difficult to eat too little salt as it’s found in both fresh and processed foods we eat. Even if you don’t eat much processed food, there’s no need to add salt to your meals. You can easily get enough from salt found naturally in fresh foods.



But I suffer from muscle cramps, it’s a 
sign my body needs extra salt, right?
a) True
b) False

Myth-Busting Quiz

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Answer: b) FalseMuscle cramps need water not salt. The muscle cramps that sometimes follow a bout of strenuous exercise are due to dehydration, not lack of salt. To prevent cramps, drink plenty of water on hot days and before, during and after exercise. The human body can happily survive on just one gram of salt a day, as hormones keep a check on sodium levels and make adjustments for hot weather. A genuine sodium shortage brought on by hot weather or exercise is extremely rare, even among hard-working athletes. �



Which of the following foods can contain 
hidden salt?
a) McDonalds
b) Bread
c) Breakfast cereal
d) All of the above

Myth-Busting Quiz

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Answer: d) All of the above�It’s not just your take away foods like McDonalds that contain hidden salt. Although you may not taste it, foods such as bread and breakfast cereals can be surprisingly high in salt too. But this doesn’t mean you have to miss out – just make sure you check the package to see if it has any extra hidden salt.



What is the recommended daily intake of 
salt? 

Myth-Busting Quiz

a)

b)

c)

d)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Answer: c) It is recommended that we consume less than 1 teaspoon or  6g of salt per day (or 2300mg).



The average Australian consumes almost 
double the recommended intake of salt 
everyday
a) True
b) False

Myth-Busting Quiz

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Answer: a) TrueThe average Australian consumes double the recommended intake of salt everyday.



75% of salt in our diet comes from
a) Salt added at the table or to cooking
b) Salt already in the foods we buy

Myth-Busting Quiz

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Answer: b) Salt already in the foods we buyMany people think they don’t need to worry about their salt intake because they’re not adding salt to meals either during cooking or at the table. However:75% of salt in our diet comes from processed foods we eat every day, and it’s easy to eat too much of it without realising. Most people already know that foods like chips and bacon are high in salt, but you might be surprised how much salt is in foods that don’t taste salty – such as sauces, frozen meals and even biscuits, and cakes. Processed foods are not just snacks like salty chips and biscuits though, they are any food that has been altered in some way (frozen, tinned, packaged). Almost all the packaged items you find on supermarket shelves are considered processed foods. This doesn’t necessarily mean they are unhealthy (packaged lentils are a perfectly healthy food) – but you do have to watch out for the salt content!15% of salt is added by us when we’re cooking food or sitting down to eat. So even if you never use the salt shaker, you’re probably getting too much sodium. The rest of salt in our diets occurs naturally in food (about 10%) e.g. meat and dairy products



Himalayan salt is better for you than 
regular salt?
a) True
b) False 

Myth-Busting Quiz

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Answer: b) False�There are many different types of salt available – rock salt, sea salt, table salt, Himalayan salt, pink salt, black salt, kosher salt, organic salt, the list goes on. While these salts are produced in varying ways and contain varying amounts of other trace minerals, they all have one thing in common: sodium.  Regardless of the type of salt, they all contribute sodium to your diet, and excess sodium can increase your blood pressure, and lead to further progression of your kidney disease.



Salt substitutes are ok to use, if they 
contain no sodium 
a) True
b) False 

Myth-Busting Quiz

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Answer: b) FalseThere are salt substitutes made from different types of minerals e.g. potassium chloride. For someone without kidney disease they might be a better choice, however they can be dangerous for your heart if you have kidney disease - so we recommend that patients with CKD should not use salt substitutes that contain high amounts of potassium salt. If you have any concerns, check with your health care team before us.



I don’t have high blood pressure, so I 
don’t need to reduce my salt intake
a) True
b) False 

Myth-Busting Quiz

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Answer: b) False�Eating excess salt, even if you don’t have high blood pressure, puts extra strain on your kidneys because it is their job to filter it out of your body. This over time, can worsen your kidney function.



Food without added salt has no flavour
a) True
b) False 

Myth-Busting Quiz

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Answer: b) False�There is no denying that salt is a pleasurable taste sensation. If you regularly eat salt, you will have developed a taste for it. But if you gradually reduce the salt in your diet it only takes a short time for your tastebuds to adjust. There are lots of ways to add flavour to food without using salt, such as using fresh or dried herbs and spices, lemon or lime zest or juice and garlic, ginger and chilli.  



Too much salt is 
harmful, and can 
further damage 
your kidneys!

Why does it matter if you have a 
high salt diet?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Group Question: Why does it matter if you have a high salt diet?You have probably heard that eating too much salt is bad for your health, including your kidneys. The kidney’s role in the body is to filter the waste products and toxins from your blood. As a result of this process, your body makes urine, so waste can leave your body. The kidney’s role is also to control the amount of sodium in your blood. When you eat too much salt, you force your kidneys to work harder to excrete it from your body. And overworking your kidneys can cause further damage. In kidney disease, when you eat too much salt, your kidneys may not be able to remove the excess salt. Because salt holds fluid, your blood increases in volume, forcing the heart to work harder to move blood through the blood vessels – known as high blood pressure. High blood pressure damages the blood vessels in the kidneys and causes more damage.  Symptoms you may have experienced - high blood pressure, swelling of ankles, feet, hands, and puffiness under your eyes & shortness of breath. In summary eating too much salt in your diet 1. Forces the kidneys to work harder (to filter the salt) & 2. Increases blood pressure = Both which can make your eGFR decline quicker. 



A diet low in salt is recommended 
for kidney disease

It is not too late, by making changes today, you 
can help prevent or slow further disease 

progression!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Eating a high salt diet can further damage your kidneys, and can progress your stage of renal disease! So we recommend everyone with kidney disease follow a low salt diet.



Salt in our food supply

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Group Question: Why is there so much sodium in the food supply?Salt was originally added to our food as a preservative, used before refrigerators existed. For example, on the first fleet to settle Australia, they salted the meat as a way of making it last for the long voyage. Manufacturing companies today now use it routinely as a way to persevere pre-packaged food, and still added to meat sold in the deli (to increase product life).Our taste buds have become accustom to foods with lots of added salt, and more salt is often added than is necessary. 



Salt in our food supply

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The more salt you eat, the more you crave it. And the big take-away chains have caught on to this, and add extra salt to ‘flavour’ the food.  



3 Tips for a low salt diet
1. Stop adding salt to your food at the dinner 

table, and use “salternatives”
2. Fresh is best
3. Read the food labels, and choose the 

lower sodium option



1. Stop adding salt to your 
food at the dinner table, or 

during cooking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Group Question – Can I have a show of hands of who grew up in a family where the salt and pepper shakers were passed around the table routinely at tea time? We often just add salt out of habit without even really thinking about it. Taste your food, and use ‘Salternatives’



Retrain your taste buds
• Salt is a learned taste preference 
• The more you eat the more you crave, the less you eat, 

the less you crave.
• Your taste buds have an average lifespan of 10 days.
• Slowly reduce your salt intake over a few weeks to allow 

your taste buds to adjust!
• Banish the salt shaker from the table
• Taste your food before you season it
• Use salternatives to flavour your food…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Salt is used to flavour food!Your taste buds have an average lifespan of 10 days.If you suddenly swapped from a high salt diet one day, to a low salt diet the next – you will notice a difference in how food tastes. So what I recommend is that you slowly reduce your salt intake over a few weeks to allow your taste buds to adjust. Make a few small changes every week.Start by banishing the salt shaker from your family’s table. Taste your food before you season itUse other things to flavour your foodPatient anecdote – I had a patient, who after a few weeks of following a low salt diet, come back and tell me that when she went to eat a handful of chips she use to love and eat all the time -  she found them too salty and couldn’t believe just how different they tasted. Success! Her taste buds had adjusted!



What alternatives to salt, could you or do you 
already use to flavour your food or cooking?

Salternatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cutting down on salt doesn't mean you have to cut out flavour.Group question - What alternatives to salt, could you or do you already use to flavour your food or cooking?



Salternatives
• Freshly ground pepper, dry 

mustard powder 
• Lemon juice, lime juice, vinegar, 

wine in cooking 
• Garlic, curry, chilli, onion, fresh 

ginger, spring onions 
• Fresh or dried herbs - basil, 

oregano, mint, rosemary, thyme, 
parsley, chives, sage, tarragon 

• Spices - nutmeg, ginger, 
cinnamon, cumin, cardamom 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some quick and easy ideas to flavour your food and cooking (instead of adding salt).



2. Fresh is best

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keep it simple, and when in doubt, fresh is always best! Load your trolley up with as much fruit and veg as you can. They are naturally low in salt and packed full of nutrients. And aim for fresh meats, fish and chicken. Limit processed foods and meals where possible and prepare foods at home.



Salt in our food supply

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of these regular Australian household processed and packaged food items are very high in salt. Direct to NEMO resource highlighting amounts of sodium in common foods.Go through individual items in some detail for group using food packets and labels as a guide. Highlight high vs low sodium options within each food group. Make it interactive by asking attendees which brand of food items they use and what might be better low sodium choices.If you buy packaged foods, choose frozen over tinned e.g. if you can’t buy fresh vegetables, frozen is your next best bet. No salt is used in the freezing process. Some tinned vegetables contain added salt in the water, called brine. If you do choose tinned, make sure you drain and rinse them well under water before use to remove excess salt, or even better buy ‘no added salt’ options. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Break



3. Read the food label, and 
choose the lower sodium option

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Group question – who reads food labels when they grocery shop?Because as much as 75% of our salt intake comes from packed, tinned and processed foods, it makes it harder to limit, because it’s already added to food before we buy it. This is why label reading is so important! Checking food labels helps you monitor your intake. By reading the label of food items, you may discover unsuspecting items are high in salt – which may be undermining your efforts if you are consciously trying to reduce your intake. It also allows you to do an on the spot comparison to choose the lower sodium option between two similar products.



Reading the Nutrition Information Panel 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain how to read a NIP. Use per 100g column to compare sodium content of foods in the same group e.g. if you are in the shop and trying to find the lowest salt cheese compare the Na per 100g for the 3 brands you are interested in buying and choose the lowest option.Use the per serving column to establish if this is a food you should be eating on a regular basis and how much portion-wise would be appropriate to keep to your daily limit of less than 2300mg e.g. in this tub of yoghurt shown, there are 3 servings per package, so if I eat 1/3 of the packet then I will eat 90mg of Na out of my daily allowance of 2300mg – so that is very acceptable. Even if I ate 2/3 of the tub I would get 180mg Na which would also be acceptable. It is important to compare what you would eat to the recommended serving because sometimes they make the suggested serving size much smaller than most people would consume so be sure to check.The Australian food regulations classify foods as low salt if they are <120mg Na/100g; with high/poor choices >400mg/100g. This can also be a useful tool to guide purchasing.Group Activity 1. Hand out food products and packages.2. Ask participants to read food label and provide direction to find sodium.3. Ask participants to work out how much of an individual food item they would eat and establish the Na per serve compared to their daily limit.



Look out for hidden salt!



Health Star Rating – Cheat guide

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another option is to look for food items with a higher Health Star Rating as these will be a healthier choice compared with similar foods. However this rating factors in other nutritional parameters, and is not specific just to salt. So if you want to know just which item is lower in salt, best to look at the nutrition information panel.



Salt Shockers

Your recommended intake of sodium is less than 2300mg per day



Salt Shockers

Your recommended intake of sodium is less than 2300mg per day



Salt Shockers

660mg sodium vs. 20mg sodium

1 cup

1 cup

Your recommended intake of sodium is less than 2300mg per day

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This reiterates why ‘fresh is best’



Salt Shockers

= 1725mg
Your recommended intake of sodium is less than 2300mg per day



Salty Swaps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now I am going to talk through some simple food swaps (or substitutions) that you can make in your everyday diet to reduce your salt intake. Every swap helps. (Discuss meat choices that are lower in salt)



Salty Swaps



Salty Swaps



Salty Swaps



Salty Swaps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Discuss cereal choices that are lower in salt including - Just Right, puffed wheat, Sustain, muesli, Weetbix, porridge)





Value Driven 
Goals



Why Value Driven Goals?
• Choosing your own goals gives you a better 

chance of success.
• Linking goals to your values makes them 

more meaningful.



What is a value?
• What you want your life to stand for?
• What you want to be remembered for?
• What is important in your life?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Values are standards or ideals which we evaluate life against. They help us decide what is important to us and help us prioritise. They are like the direction west, you can travel in that direction but never reach “west”. They are something you move towards in life but unlike a goal you can’t say “tick done”. For example if kindness was a value, you wouldn’t say well I have done all the right stuff I am now a kind person and can stop bothering. 



Examples of Values
• Family & Love

• Contribution & Community

• Health & Self Care

• Hard Work & Dedication

• Fun, Humour & Adventure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Group Activity: 1. Write down three personal values you have on the handout provided.2. Go around the room and pick one you feel comfortable sharing with the group.



Linking salt reduction to values
Example: 

“I value being a helpful 
member of the family” 

Reduction in salt  improved blood 
pressure  reducing pressure on kidneys 
 better health  more able to help family



Make your goals SMART
If you decide to try and change your salt 
habits, make them SMART…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you decide to try and change your salt habits then set specific and achievable goals. Start small, and slowly make more changes.If a goal is made using the SMART framework, they are much more likely to be achieved.SMART stands for:Specific – What action will you take?Measurable – How much? Or How many?Achievable – Are you able to do this? Is this something you have control over?Realistic – Do you have the resources to achieve this? Time or money?Timely – By what date do you want to achieve your goal?



Rather than:
 “I am not going to eat any high salt foods from now on”
Try: 
 “Starting Monday, I will swap the ham on my sandwich 

at lunch to egg or tuna (in spring water) on all 
weekdays”.

 “When I next run out, I will buy a low-salt cheese block 
instead of the regular cheese”.

 “I will reduce my take-away to one night a month.”
 “I will remove the salt shaker from my dining room 

table, and stop adding it to my meals”.
 “I will add pepper and lemon to my tomato on crackers 

at morning tea, instead of salt”.

SMART goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start small, and slowly make changes



Plan for success
• What might make 

this difficult? 
• And what things can 

I do to overcome 
these barriers?

• What supports might 
I need?

• Who could help me?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Group Activity: On the handout provided there is space for you to have a think about these things and write down some ideas



Set Backs

• Set backs are a normal part of change – it doesn’t 
mean you have failed!!

• Revisit your goals – are they SMART?
• Revisit your plan and barriers – what is making it 

difficult?
• Revisit your values – remind yourself why you are 

doing this?

“I had that salty curry, 
might as well give it all up”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you struggle with a goal make smaller steps.These are natural thoughts, but they ignore all of your previous efforts to change.



Reward yourself to celebrate 
your success

What are some reward ideas (non-food)?

 Buy a new plant
 Buy a magazine
 Visit the beach with 

friends
 Go to the movies or art 

gallery 
 Go to a football game

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is important to acknowledge when you have achieved your goal. Reward yourself with things you enjoy doing, not with food.This helps you stay motivated.Group Question: What are some non-food rewards that you can think of?



Value: Family 
Goal: Rather than…“I am never ever going to eat chips again”
 “Starting this Monday, I will eat unsalted popcorn for my 

afternoon tea instead of chips, except for Sundays.”
Plan: - Buy when doing groceries this weekend

- Ask my partner to do it with me
- Allow a fun-size packet treat on Sundays

Set back: When I don’t feel motivated ask partner for 
support & remind myself unsalted popcorn
puts less strain on kidneys  helps prevent 
decline in function so I can continue 
enjoying family time

Reward: After a month I will buy a new plant

Bringing it all together

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Group discussion about how this example goal is SMART: Specific – Specific action is swapped chips for unsalted popcorn for afternoon tea.Measurable – Everyday, except for Sundays.Achievable – By buying popcorn during grocery shop, you will have alternative snack ready to go. Realistic – By still having a fun-size packet on Sundays, you won’t feel like you are missing out completely, especially if this was a long standing habit. It is important to make goals realistic, not extreme.Timely – Starting goal for 1 month. Sometimes saying “from now on” is too daunting and overwhelming, try a month and re-evaluate the goal after that time.Barriers & strategies to overcome them - Social support is huge, and by asking partner to also have unsalted popcorn instead of chips, will undoubtedly make it easier to stick to than if partner was eating chips when you are trying to eat them less. By pre-empting what might challenge you, and planning ahead – you can problem-solve barriers before they become an issue. Reward – plantMotivation – Important to focus on the reasons for the change, instead of concentrating on the change itself - ie. thinking about good health and enjoying time with family, instead of thinking about how much you miss/love chips.Group Activity: Write out 3 SMART goal of your own on handout. Use the provided resources ‘Simple Swaps’ and ‘Low Salt Diet’ (table) for ideas.



• ‘Calorie King Australia’ – to 
look up sodium in foods 
http://www.calorieking.com.au/
(can also buy pocket book)

• ‘Salt Switch’ – smart phone 
app to scan barcodes and direct 
to a lower sodium option 
http://www.foodswitch.com.au

http://www.calorieking.com.au/
http://www.foodswitch.com.au/


• ‘Easy Diet Diary’ – online food 
diary to keep tally of daily 
sodium intake in mg 
https://easydietdiary.com/

• ‘Low Sodium Foods’- online 
shop to purchase low salt foods
http://lowsodiumfoods.com.au

Resources & Recipes

https://easydietdiary.com/
http://lowsodiumfoods.com.au/


• Australian Heart Foundation
https://www.heartfoundation.org.au/recipes
• Unpack the salt (Vic Health & Heart Foundation)
https://unpackthesalt.com.au/recipes/#recipes
• American Heart Foundation
https://recipes.heart.org/
• Jamie Oliver (and his more recent cooking shows)
https://www.jamieoliver.com/galleries/low-salt-suppers/

Resources 
& Recipes

https://www.heartfoundation.org.au/recipes
https://unpackthesalt.com.au/recipes/#recipes
https://recipes.heart.org/
https://www.jamieoliver.com/galleries/low-salt-suppers/


Satisfaction Survey 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Satisfaction survey - ask participants to complete Please complete this anonymous satisfaction survey. We want your honest feedback, as this program was designed for you.
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